Secure your network from cyber threats and security incidents

Worldwide, threats from cyber-attacks are growing both in numbers and intensity. At Colt, we prepare global companies for this new era, with an all-encompassing secure connectivity, through range of products including Firewalls, Secure Network Gateways, DDoS Protection and Network Encryption. As effective security relies on multiple layers of defence, we provide a holistic security with protection at all the various vulnerability touchpoints: at network edge and core and along the network path.

Securing the various vulnerability touchpoints in your network

Why Colt Cybersecurity Services

- One-stop-shop for Network and security to ensure you have an end-to-end control and reduce overheads to manage multiple vendors

- Protect against revenue loss and safeguard your internal information due to fraud and security driven outages. Control escalating IT security costs and operational processes

- Range of service options and feature-set tailor-made to address your security and business requirements

- Security expertise at hand reducing total cost of ownership and keep pace with technology as we update our security solutions and technology as times change and threats evolve
Products at a glance

Managed Dedicated Firewall
- Next Generation Firewall, dedicated for a single customer installed at customer premise
- Available with Colt Internet Access and IP VPN and is fully managed by Colt
- Feature-rich with Advanced Threat Prevention(ATP), Intrusion Detention and Prevention(IDP), Content and Application security

Managed Virtual Firewall
- Virtual Firewall Instance on a shared infrastructure, available with Colt IP VPN
- Cost effective firewall delivering the benefits of virtualization through fast provisioning, and eliminating your need to maintain a physical network firewall
- Fully managed by Colt

Network Encryption
- Encryption for Colt Ethernet Line, Wave & Private Wave, IP VPN and Voice
- Protects in-flight data through end-to-end encryption with industry-leading authentication mechanisms
- Key management either by Colt or Customer

DDoS Mitigation
- DDoS protection as part of the network backbone for Colt IP Access customer
- Protection deployed at strategic locations at Colt global network and stop DDoS attack before it reaches you
- Fully automated and unlimited mitigation

Secure Network Gateway
- Zscaler cloud-based security resell solution available with Colt IP Access, IP VPN and SD WAN services
- Securely connect to Internet, Public & Private Cloud from any site: Data Centers, Branch offices and mobile locations
- Colt will route traffic through Zscaler Cloud, where security policies are applied & managed by customer

Cybersecurity Customer portal
We offer a web-based intuitive portal for Firewall and DDoS Mitigation services. This provides users a central view of their security devices and gives insight into how their security services are performing.

This portal act as a first port of call for any investigations relating to the security services. It provides a comprehensive view of Firewall configuration details and DDoS Alerts and mitigation status.